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Schenectady Area ERN : Summary
Since its inception in January 2014, the Schenectady Area ERN
(SAERN) has grown dramatically, in large part, to the strength
of the partnership of the individual business members. In the
past 12 months, members have worked hard not only to utilize
the Success Coaches internally, but to recruit new members so
that the ERN model will impact more and more businesses and
employees.
In 2015, the SAERN hit the ground running with the 2nd Success
Coach hired and new members lined up to join the network in the New Year. With the help of a
well-written article in the Albany Business Review (Jan ’15), the SAERN quickly doubled in size
from 6 to 12 members by the end of Q1 ’15.
During this time, with the support of key strategic partners, over 125 distinct employees across
6 of the SAERN members participated in Supervisory Leadership Training subsidized by a grant
through the Workforce Development Department at SCCC. The success of the SAERN in
supporting the retention and productivity of employees has resulted in a number of grants
awarded from such funders as The Schenectady Foundation, KeyBank, and MVP. These funds
have subsidized the employer investments for the Success Coach services, maintaining a lowcost, highly-efficient service to businesses.
Growth continued through 2015 as the successful launch of a second ERN occurred in July. The
Capital Region ERN (CRERN) was established with five initial members and their own Success
Coach. To date, the CRERN has added three more members and a second Success Coach. We
are now aggressively looking to recruit members to expand the CRERN, and launch another ERN
in the Adirondack Region.
During the holiday season, over 120 employees were supplied with donated Christmas gifts at
the first-ever “Toy Store Experience” created specifically for ERN-member employees. This
endeavor was facilitated by the City Mission in partnership with Schenectady ARC and hundreds
of donors and volunteers. In addition to great numbers enclosed in this report, the SAERN
members are making plans to facilitate a shared SAERN Career Fair in the spring, based on the
common theme: “we are the employers who care”.
Needless to say, 2015 has been another significant year of growth, impact, and innovation for
the SAERN. As the ERN model continues to spread across the region and state, we are grateful
for the determined, committed, and innovative SAERN members who have set the example of
how business can improve the bottom line while improving the lives of their employees and, in
the end, the community at large.
Nathan Mandsager
Nathan Mandsager, Director
Employer Resource Network | Schenectady Works
nmandsager@SchenectadyWorks.com
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Schenectady Area ERN : Data Overview
The following quantitative and qualitative data represents the entire Schenectady Area Employer Resource Network. To date,
Success Coach services and support are being offered to over 1,800 employees across the (12) member employers.
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Employee battled stress at work due to inadequate staffing.
Coaching on stress management & effective team communication results in more
productive, less stressed employee.
The employee talked of being very stressed at work due to inadequate staffing. During initial conversation Success Coach
pursued tools for stress management. Subsequently, employee stated that she did not have time to apply these exercises.
Further conversation identified that much of the stress was linked to an attempt to control how/when others would do their
job and holding it as her responsibility. Success Coach focuses employee on what was in employee’s control and effective
communication of appropriate expectations.

S u c c e s s

S t o r y

2015 : Employee Engagement
The following chart shows the number of distinct eligible employees (EE) for each ERN member.
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2015 : Utilization
The following chart shows the Success Coach utilization for each ERN member.

“Thanks! Having a Success Coach
stand up for me got things moving in
the right way!”
Resolution to housing issue results in
empowered employee.
HR manager referred an employee to Success
Coach who was facing a housing crisis. Coach
views pictures of peeling paint/other areas
where there was mold damage plus little bugs
flying around the apt.
Employee asks for someone to be "her voice in
this matter". Success Coach contacts the
apartment manager. Manager assures
employee that issues would be addressed the
next morning.

S u c c e s s

Success Coach services are

“just as advertised”

“Our employees are more
productive because we are
caring for them better.”

S t o r y
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Success Stories
January
The employee was frustrated that the children's non-custodial parent was going to file taxes claiming the children as dependents before the
employee received their W-2, and was not successful contacting the IRS. The IRS was contacted and the process of claiming dependents
would result in the non-custodial parent receiving the credits. The employee will need to file with paper and request an inquiry. Additionally,
a fraud form was filed with the children's SSN in an effort to flag the issue prior to the first filing. 50 minutes from asking for support to
having information and a completed IRS fraud form ready to mail.
The employee was losing sleep due to a $1400 ambulance bill which resulted when the spouse was transferred from one hospital to
another. The employee was not having any success getting this resolved. We call the ambulance company to help understand the situation.
They stated that an appeal would need to go to Medicare. When asked how to do this and where to get the paper work, they put us on a
brief hold. Upon their return they stated that they would process the appeal from their end.
February
The employee was injured on the job in 2013 and sent to the ER. Recently the collection agency has been trying to collect, and the debt
was reported to the credit bureau. There was confusion about the bill since it was work related. I was able to reach out to the supervisor to
confirm the expectations. Then discussed the situation with the patient billing manager. The bill was resolved, a credit bureau correction
was requested, and the employee had documentation in hand that the debt was resolved.
The employee had some personal changes that were impacting resources. Issues with utilities, rent and food. SCAP was great for electric.
The 4 weeks of paystubs submitted to DSS resulted in a SNAP denial due to a 51 cent income overage. We were able to get approval for
an 8 week income period submission from a supervisor. When turning in the documents at the DSS window there was confusion since this
was not standard. A text to the success coach, and a call resulted in the supervisor presenting at the window in real time. A couple days
later the employee left a message "I got it!!!"
An employee had several different needs after finding out that she was 35 weeks pregnant. Looking for baby clothes, baby furniture, and a
new or low cost car seat. Resources for the baby furniture was SCAP, baby clothes was the City Mission clothing room and finally the car
seat was the Fire Station # 1 on Veeder Ave. They do certified car seat fittings on the 4th Wednesday of the month by appointment (free
car seats are available for qualified low income.)
The employee came to me in regards to DV. I referred the employee to the YWCA. Employee followed up and met with the counselor for
their intake process. Discussed temporary shelter and she decided not to do that at this time. When her counselor was on vacation she
contacted me because things became more serious and I gave her the DV hotline. she was overall very appreciative of the referral and with
helping get the process started.
March
The employee was at risk of eviction. While there were several months of back rent due, it had not gone to court. The landlord was in
constant contact explaining the requirement to pay rent. This created anxiety and fear in the employee. Plus thoughts such as "If I'm going
to be evicted, what is the point in paying rent now?" I was able to contact the landlord to discuss a solution, which was then brought to the
employer...An account was set up with a payroll direct deposit that covered rent for each pay period. The employee no longer needs to be
concerned about making the payments, and the landlord is no longer seeking the payments. Plans continue to address the back rent.
The supervisor requested I meet with the employee and due to availability I saw them at 7am. Brought from Africa as fiancé (of a married
man) who has now left her... Huge issue with finances. Upon reviewing her situation, an appointment was scheduled for food pickup at
SICM, vouchers for clothing and coats at the City Mission for her and son, SCAP/DSS for Medicaid and foodstamps, CD Childcare
Coordinating Council for childcare subisdies if not qualified through DSS, and referred to the National Grid Advocate. She was so happy for
all the support!
An employee came to me about her student loan debt. It wasn't paid on for 2 years and it went into being garnished on her bi-weekly check.
The employee wanted to see what could be done to get out of garnishment and start paying back the loan the right way. After finding out
that the loan was through HESC I called and found out that there is a way to work through it. The lady I spoke with on the phone was
extremely helpful and positive. I called the employee and gave her the direct line to Jocelyn who I spoke with at HESC. The employee
spoke with Jocelyn and is following the plan of action suggested by Jocelyn. The employee thanked me!
An employee came to me about property that was owned downstate and hadn't paid the mortgage for 2 yrs. The employee moved to the
Capital Region and only paid the taxes and maintenance on the condo since moving upstate. Knew it would be going into foreclosure but
didn't know where to go to and find out the process. I connected the employee to the Affordable Housing Partnership in Albany. The
employees met with a HUD counselor and is in the process of taking care of things the right way. I was told that "it has been a life changing
experience".
April
The employee had a Walmart green dot card which had been locked pending proof of transactions. Two purchases were made in October
which were credited in March when a decision was made not to take a planned trip. Customer Service in the Philippines was not willing to
escalate the situation and the card was to remain locked. Together several calls were made with "thinking outside the box”. We were able
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to get to Walmart Corp...found out about an escalation line...dropped calls...requested extension...spoke with Marty from a state side
location who reviewed the receipts with us and approved the release. Funds were available in 24 hours.
The employee was distressed due to challenges returning to her home following displacement for renovations by the landlord. Findings in
the structure required environmental conservation tests and state confirmations. We were able to explore the options available and the
costs associated with each option. Once there was an understanding that options were available...the decision was made to work with the
current situation (with added boundaries) and request an early entry (even if the moving company was not available yet).
Worked with an employee who was looking for another position within her current employer. Has applied and interviewed but hadn't been
successful in getting a new position. We met several times and continue to meet ongoing .Working on her interview skills and her overall
presentation. Recently she had another interview and seems very positive that she will get this new position. She is very appreciative on
the coaching that we did together.
Worked with an employee who was looking to get her driver's license renewed after it was expired for 3 yrs. Per NYS DMV you have to
start the process over. I printed out the DMV forms for her and she was going the beginning of May'15 to start the process. Also we are
working on a monthly budget for her to take drivers lessons. She is very fearful of driving in general and Steve from Easy Method is willing
to give her lessons at a discounted rate. At the end of our conversation she mentioned that she and her daughter sleep on a deflating air
mattress. She needs a new full size mattress/boxspring. I connected with Home Furnishing to help her get a new mattress/boxspring
May
The employee brought in a letter from the Albany Medicaid office stating that she was required to opt in to her employer's health plan for
her family by June 15. Since open enrollment would not occur until the end of year, and there was no qualifying event, she was going to
lose Medicaid and be without insurance (which would be a qualifying event) - but there would be an uninsured period. All the documents
were forwarded to our DSS contact in Albany, Tim Farrell, and an official determination granted the employee continuation of Medicaid until
open enrollment. Medicaid states they will reimburse the employee's premiums, and we continue to pursue what challenges this will pose
due to pre-tax premium payments from payroll.
The employee has been in contact with me on a regular basis. and recently put in a vacation request to travel with in-laws which was
denied due to business calendar obligations. The employee was VERY upset about this denial. However, the request was written for the
incorrect date. The correct request was made two days prior to travel which was not sufficient time for supervisors to arrange coverage.
The employee TOLD the supervisor they would be off and make up the time. Upon discussing the situation and potential consequences,
the employee chose work over travel!
Worked with an employee who was mandated by the court to find a alcohol and substance abuse program before his next court date in
June'15. The employee lives in Clifton Park and wanted to go to a program in Saratoga County. The employer didn't have an EAP program
so I did some research on the employee's behalf and found the Saratoga County Alcohol & Substance Abuse Services. I found out what
health insurance they would accept plus all the paperwork that was necessary at the time of the intake process. The employee was very
appreciative that he could go to a local program.
Worked with an employee who needed help with monthly budgeting and work on her credit card debt. We met several times and went over
budgeting and the "the snow ball effect" in helping pay off her debt. The last time we met the employee was so excited that she had been
not spending $5 per for her lunch and was saving it towards paying off her one credit card. She had it almost paid off and was excited about
paying off the next credit card. She was also saving money each month by going to food pantry and using the soap ministry resource.
June
The employee was referred by HR and told to expect “magic”. The pressure was on! The employee had been without power for 2 months.
N'Grid needed $3300 to turn it back on. The employee had $3000 from a loan - but not enough. During a break, we called N’Grid together
(using my minutes) and were told that the ONLY option was to pay the amount in full. We asked what Anne O'Connell could do different.
They stated that Anne has her own resources and would need to be contacted directly. Anne is at the Bethesda House, SCAP, and DSS
during the work day. I asked what could be done if we paid $1000 today. We were put on hold. NG stated they could work with $1550 and
set up an income based payment plan, but a new account would need to be established. After new account was established, they they
gave three payment options (1) Pay half and the balance over 10 months, (2) Pay 1/3 and the balance over 10 months, or (3) Complete a
financial statement and if qualified, there would be nothing down and $10 payments per month for the back debt. We completed the
statement and were required to submit docs. The employee collected the necessary documents, but the notarized letter from the landlord
was difficult. The employee called out to me. We went to the county land documents online for the parcel number and then found the record
in the tax assessment rolls linking the address and the landlord’s name. The employee submitted the receipt for the cashier's check along
with the tax assessment roll page to prove rental payments. Power was restored with NO payment!!! (And the balance is to be paid at
$10/month). I received the following texts…
Employee: It’s back on!! They did it Friday!! I couldn’t be more happy and ty so much for all your help…You’re the best!!! 
ME: What did they require for a deposit?
Employee: Nothing lol………
Me: YEA!! So glad it all worked out!
Employee: Me too  you had to see me and my daughter jumping and singing when we realized it was back on… It was great!
This speaks to the process on sooooo many levels: Employee in crisis accepting NO for an answer; Having minutes on a phone to be able
to effectively navigate the situation – or power to charge that phone; Asking questions that presented alternatives which were NOT
previously offered; Keeping the employee at work instead of sending them to speak with the advocate; Being patient to work through all the
options which were in constant flux; and thinking outside the box to provide required documentation. BTW, when I finished with the phone
calls the employee said that this program was more than expected. The employee did a lot of work to be successful, but they thought they
might just be given some ideas, and never thought their success coach would work so much with them.
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The employee came to me stating that Food Stamps had been cut, no one will tell her why, and she had just cussed out the DSS rep on the
phone (and “probably won't ever be qualified for assistance again”). We called the rep and I apologized for the unprofessional discussion
and asked if she could help us out. We found out that FS was approved before a TA application. Once TA came into effect the total
assistance increased, but the allocation shifted and FS dropped from $249 to $22. An error in gross needed supporting documentation to
correct which will raise FS to $46. Also, notification to the employee regarding benefit changes was an issue since the FS was from a
previous address and OTG/TA was at her new address; her address was corrected across the board. In a single day, the employee went
from hating all things benefits to thinking they were great - just from understanding. In addition, OTJ attitude saw huge improvement that
day!!!
An employee came to me with a situation that her husband needed new hearing aids for both ears. Their insurance would only cover a free
hearing test. The pair of new hearing aids was going to cost $9,000.00. Two different resources that I contacted told me about a hearing
health program through CDPHP. Since this was the employees health insurance company she could call Hearing Care Solutions and check
into this option. Through Hearing Care Solutions you can get hearing aids up to 63% off of retail. Also I connected her to another resource
through the www.starkeyhearingfoundation.org for hearing impaired
An employee came to me about how to go about getting an uncontested divorce. The employee has been seperated for years and has a
good relationship with the ex spouse. I was able to connect the employee with the Legal Project to get free legal advice plus help with the
paperwork for an uncontested divorce. After the employee asked about come the fall it gets expensive with back to school supplies for her
3 children. I gave her the City Mission as a resource to sign up the first and second week of August to receive back packs with school
supplies for her children.
July
The employee came to me as a horrible relationship was ending. The significant other had an order of protection against him, a substance
abuse issue, and was in rehab. The employee was behind on everything. Anne, the National Grid advocate established a plan for utilities,
a food pick up was scheduled with SICM, products were picked up from the SOAP ministries, DTS mechanics list was shared, and the
YWCA continues to assist with filing of past taxes, DV counseling, childcare and budgeting. The employee reached out again (from work)
when power was turned off in error - Anne confirmed that the employee had done nothing wrong and power was restored within 24 hours.
The employee had concerns about her sons. The oldest is a college student and turning 26 in August and falling off of parental medical - he
is now organized to receive Medicaid. The younger son has graduated HS and there were challenges meeting some college and
assistance deadlines. Together we contacted the program, got the process started and then followed up with documentation (the employee
believed nothing could start until all docs were compiled) - The son has been accepted into the program and has full tuition covered.
An employee was newly hired. Getting to work from Scotia to his new job in Schenectady by 6:30am was going to be a problem. since the
bus schedule did not correspond with his arrival needs. We connected with Barbara from CDTA who has a grant funded program called
ACCESS that helps employees get to and from work if the bus schedule does not meet the employees needs. Barbara followed up with us
and within 24 hrs. the employee was approved for the program. The employee is now getting paid transportation, by cab, to work each day
and taking the bus home after work.
An employee had a payment agreement of $65/month with National Grid. Unfortunately she didn't have the $65.00 for August, and was told
by National Grid that her power would be turned off if she didn't make her 2nd payment on the new payment plan. We met and went over
her budget. We completed the ERN documents for a HELP loan through 1st NYFCU on Union Street. She went there with her completed
paperwork, submitted the loan request, and heard on 7/30/15 that they sent a check to National Grid for 3 payments ($195.00). She starts
repaying the loan on 9/1/15 and her power remains on.
August
In January an employee came to me to get assistance with mom’s home repair and accessibility. He had been trying to get assistance for
10 years. Due to the location, Better Neighborhoods Inc was connected with the family. Through the application, review, inspection and
multiple city/county/state boards, communications with the elderly parent were not always understood. By assisting with clarifying
expectations, the employee was able to be patient through the process. Bids are now coming in with work expected to complete by
October.
In January an employee came to me to get assistance with mom’s home repair and accessibility. He had been trying to get assistance for
10 years. Due to the location, Better Neighborhoods Inc was connected with the family. Through the application, review, inspection and
multiple city/county/state boards, communications with the elderly parent were not always understood. By assisting with clarifying
expectations, the employee was able to be patient through the process. Bids are now coming in with work expected to complete by
October.
The employee is stressed as her daughter has been living in a motel for over 6 months with 6 people in one room. She was connected with
SICM for additional food, and the City Mission for clothing for herself and her children. She was very unsuccessful finding an apartment on
her own and gave me permission to follow up with her case worker. It was determined that the case worker was fairly new working with this
individual's apartment and we discussed a plan of action for how the case worker could support her, since we do not go to appointments or
interviews.. Great collaborative effect. Found apt. with 4 bedrooms in August and is doing fine!
Employee was referred to me by HR for assistance. She presented with a need her for clothing for her three children ages 12, 17 and 18, a
couple of beds with mattresses and bedding for a relatively new apartment; back to school supplies; and options for extra money. We
connected with the City Mission Closet for children's clothing, Home Furnishings for the household items, City Mission for the Backpack
program and to the Career Training Center for assistance finding a second part time position. She was very appreciative for all the help!!
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September
An employee was referred to speak to me to become aware of the services available through the ERN and a Success Coach. By the end of
the "introduction", an email was sent to Jen Bargy at DSS to have a lost benefit card replaced (without going down to DSS), and a referral
was made to SCAP along with a discussion of the process and cost to get a certified replacement of a birth certificate from Brooklyn.
An employee's 80 yr old mother was recommended to receive a Medical Alert device following a stroke. The employee thought there would
be a $198 installation fee along with a $95/ month charge and was looking for cost reductions. It was identified that VNS has a unit with no
installation fee and a $29.99/month charge. Additionally, Ellis Lifeline has landline and mobile options. With a doctor referral, the $50
installation fee is waived, and the monthly rate is $30 for a fixed device, or $40 for a mobile device. AND by completing a financial need
form they may be eligible for a sliding scale!!
An employee has been working very hard to pass her road test. The first time the road test didn't go very well, and she needed some
additional driving help. She was connected with a DTS volunteer who was nice enough to give some driving practice. Due to some
concerns of the volunteer we were able to coordinate additional assistance with the driving school owner. Given more driving practice, the
employee was successful the second time and passed! The next goal is finding transportation.
An employee reached out to me by phone in May'15 with challenges that included $1,500 in traffic tickets and a suspended license. During
that phone call the employee was referred to the Legal Project for a free 1/2 hr. consultation to discuss options. Additionally we were able to
discuss a realistic timeline to pay off the tickets-to avert other consequences for unpaid debt. This month, upon seeing me at his worksite.
He introduced himself and updated me. The tickets were paid in September'15, and he has scheduled a road test for early November. He
can now look forward to seeing his children more regularly.
October
The employee had applied for housing with the Schenectady Municipal Housing Authority and came to me with a letter denying his
application due to a failure to disclose complete information. The denial presented an opportunity for an informal hearing, so we wrote a
letter and he hand delivered it that day to ensure it was received within the required timeline. He was granted a hearing and requested me
to join him as an advocate. Going to an agency is outside ERN scope, so we discussed how to present himself. The following week he
came to me and stated that his application was accepted and he would not have been able to do it without me. I reminded him that HE did
ALL the hard work - I helped him write a letter.
The employee came to me for assistance with child support. When she lived in another county she had child support in conjunction with a
DSS case. She was fearful to pursue it on her own due to DV and order of protection. Jen Bargy was able to communicate the process:
request a copy of the child support order from the family court in the other county, bring this order to Schenectady DSS and request a child
support number, complete an affidavit and application. She could also connect with an Advocate for Family Court through the YWCA.
HEAP is also on her list as November is approaching.
Follow up from last month's success story of the employee who passed her road test in September'15. Next step was to get a car to start
driving to work and not using DTS services. During the month of October one morning the employee came by the Schenectady Works
office to say "hi" while driving to her first client that morning! Big smile on her face too!! Everyone in the office plus the rest of the
Schenectady Works staff got an email and we all had "big smiles on our faces "!!!!
HR manager referred an employee for a housing crisis . In addition the employee is presently out on disability for 5 weeks due to recent
foot surgery. Saw pictures of peeling paint/other areas where there was mold damage plus little bugs flying around the apt. Several
messgaes were left for the building manager however no returned calls. She asked for someone to be "her voice in this matter". I got the
number of the manager and spoke with the mgr. The roof had just been repaired and the walls/painting will be done very soon/pest control
tomorrow. "Thanks having you to stand up for me got things moving right away"!
November
The employee came to me in August following a utility disconnection; and her cell and cable were also in arrears. She was able to connect
with a personal resource to assist with her utilities, but the rest of her finances were out of control. She committed to getting on track and
made some huge cuts to her budget. We meet each pay period to plan cash flow. This month she reported "I am the proud owner of my
bed" when she made her final mattress loan payment; and she is no longer in arrears on her cell phone. She is on track to have a $1000
emergency fund by the end of January; and then she will work on her cable arrears.
Over and over the story repeated itself. I asked "Are you set for your children's Christmas gifts?" The answer was often along the lines of "I
have not thought about it; and I don't know what I am going to do". Upon explaining the ERN Toy Store Experience, they would look at me
- with that look in their eyes (a combination of hope and relief) - and graciously accept an appointment. One employee's husband who is out
of work refuses to allow ANY assistance. While she wanted to participate she was hesitant. She came back to me and said "Since it is a
benefit connected with work, he is OK with an appointment."
HR referred a new employee to find out about less expensive healthcare for 2016. The employee also mentioned needing clothing, food
and help to stop smoking. Connected the employee with Fidelis Care healthcare navigator. Arranged for a special food pick up after she got
out of work at SICM. Obtained a referral for clothing at the City Mission. Also referred the employee to the City Mission for their stop
smoking program which hands out FREE patches as long as you go to the stop smoking classes. Extremely happy and thankful for all of
the assistance.
Met with an employee who has bad credit but trying to see if she qualifies to refinance her home. This year the employee has paid the
mortgage late and now has late fees to pay too. Uncertain if that would effect being able to refinance at this time. Coordinated for the
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employee to speak with a mortgage specialist at Homestead Funding. Called ahead and explained the employees situation to the mortgage
specialist. He said that even if now it's not a a good time to refinance due to credit problems he would develop a plan of action to help this
employee possibly refinance next year! The employee was thrilled to get the help one way or the other!
December
I have been working with an employee since April. Over time he has reached out for food assistance, and help navigating some situations.
He recently became homeless and had no photo identification. We arranged for accommodations at the City Mission of Schenectady.
During his stay he was able to secure photo identification, and find an apartment to share with co-workers. Once he had a safe shelter he
asked about how to get an equivalency diploma. He went to Washington Irving and is now taking classes at multiple locations.
The employee talked of being very stressed at work due to inadequate staffing. During our initial conversation we pursued tools for stress
management. Subsequently, she stated that she did not have time to apply these exercises. Further conversation identified that much of
the stress was linked to an attempt to control how/when others would do their job and holding it as her responsibility. We focused on what
was in her control and effective communication of appropriate expectations. This ensured that her clients understood what to expect and
who to expect it from.
An employee was concerned about the impact financially on her by having her sister move to Schenectady from NYC without a job. Her
sister was looking for FT work when she moves to Schenectady. Met with the employee's sister to review her resume and cover letter. She
told me what type of job she was looking for in Schenectady. Her cover letter and resume was completed for her job search. At the same
time a new job lead came across my email. Gave her the job lead and she applied for it and got it starting at $15.00/hr. Seasonal technical
customer support position. The PT/seasonal position could become FT in the future. Both the employee and her sister were extremely
appreciative.
Met with an employee who was not having a good day. Very out of sorts when he saw me. He recently lost his housing and desperately
needed health insurance to get an appointment regarding his mental health status. He kept saying that he was "very vulnerable" at this
time. He had no minutes on his phone so he used my cell to call his probation officer to make an emergency appt. about housing.
Additionally he called Hometown Health to follow up on healthcare paperwork I helpd him fax the day before. Got appt with probation officer
and got appt. for following Monday for his mental health needs. Went to work next day.

Explanation of ROI
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